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	Learn to use Kickstarter to make your great ideas a reality


	As a crowd-funding website for creative projects, Kickstarter has the power to make creative ideas come to life. This helpful guide walks you through the potential of this amazing tool, which has helped project creators successfully launch their projects since 2009. You'll learn how to create a Kickstarter account, set up your first project, and effectively use social media to bring awareness to your project and build up the community around it to hopefully reach the goal of 100 percent funding.

	
		Explains how to determine if you meet the requirements to create a project
	
		Gets you started with creating your first project, choosing a great project image, and write a compelling project title and description
	
		Helps you establish rewards for project backers
	
		Zeroes in on deciding a funding duration and funding goal



	Whether you have an idea for a movie, video game, gadget or anything in between, Kickstarter For Dummies is the fun and friendly guide to help you get the funds to make your idea happen!
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Molecular Mechanisms of CancerSpringer, 2007

	This book describes molecular processes whose deregulation is important in the formation of tumors. The material is developed from basic cell signaling pathways to their roles in the clinical manifestation of specific cancers. Topics covered include molecular events intrinsic to tumor cells (leading to growth deregulation, extended lifespan,...
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2050 China: Becoming a Great Modern Socialist Country (Understanding Xi Jinping’s Governance)Springer, 2020

	
		This book is open access under a CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 license.
	


	This book is arranged and developed around the theme of “2050 China,” it analyzes the factors and advantages of the Chinese road to socialist modernization, explores and summarizes the development goal and the basic logic of the socialist...
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Pro Couchbase ServerApress, 2015

	This new edition is a hands-on guide for developers and administrators who want to use the power and flexibility of Couchbase Server 4.0 in their applications. The second edition extends coverage of N1QL, the SQL-like query language for Couchbase. It also brings coverage of multiple new features, including the new generation of client SDKs,...
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CSS Mastery: Advanced Web Standards SolutionsFriends of Ed, 2006
In our wonderful world of web design, there are 3,647 ways to accomplish the same goal. Approximately. And that absurdly fictitious number is increasing every day. Instead of one, correct way of solving a particular problem, we’re both blessed and cursed by the abundant choices we have as web designers. It’s these choices that make...
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JavaScript Step by Step (Step by Step Developer)Microsoft Press, 2013

	
		
			Your hands-on guide to JavaScript fundamentals

		
			Expand your expertise—and teach yourself the fundamentals of JavaScript. If you have previous programming experience but are new to JavaScript, this tutorial delivers the step-by-step guidance and coding exercises you need to master core topics and...
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Go Google: 20 Ways to Reach More Customers and Build Revenue with Google Business ToolsAMACOM, 2008
Google is not only the search engine of choice for millions of users, it is an immensely powerful tool for savvy businesspeople who know how to use its advanced features. Go Google is a comprehensive guide to everything readers need to know about Google’s myriad applications, including Google Apps, Google Docs and Spreadsheets,...
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